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2 stocks to watch; a2 Milk; 2 small caps 

When it comes to investing your money, sometimes it does pay to watch what the insiders are seeing
and doing. In my article today, I go through two companies to keep on your watch list.

To date, Paul (Rickard) says he’s avoided ASX-listed “China’ companies but he’s coming around to
the view that there could be money to be made in some of these stocks, particularly the a2 Milk
Company (ASX: A2M). Paul says this stock is definitely on his radar and he’s looking to buy.

    Sincerely,

 
  Peter Switzer
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Follow the money on these 2 companies
by Peter Switzer

 
With the Melbourne Cup looming (when normal
Australians turn into ‘experts’ on horse flesh on the
first Tuesday in November), professional punters are
often driven by one important rule of thumb, which is
“follow the money.”

The same driver can work with investing or
speculating on stocks. And while the weight of money
can get it wrong because of misleading signals, which
can result in surges in stock prices followed by
slumps, there’s also one of my favourite investment
lessons worth thinking about which says “the trend is
your friend until it bends.”

A stock to watch is Nearmap (ASX:NEA), which
FNArena’s Rudi Filapek-Vandyk underlined on last
Monday’s episode of my Switzer TV programme at
the 23 minute mark:

He argued that Nearmap was a stock that was
misunderstood by the market and he expected one
day that penny would drop. Last week it did, as this
chart shows.

Source: au.finance.yahoo.com

And despite this nice move up — a 17.06% jump —
FNArena’s survey of analysts still believes the
company has another 38% gain ahead of it! Taking a
look at the longer-term chart of the company helps
you see where some of these analysts are coming
from. This was $4.23 stock in June this year.

This AFR look below at the best and worst performers
could give us further clues on what the money might
be telling us.

The old Clydesdale bank, or CYBG as its known
nowadays, was a beneficiary of the good news on the
Brexit front but this, undoubtedly, will be negatively
affected by the delaying tactics of the UK politicians
on the historic Saturday sitting last week. But if and
when a Brexit solution comes belted up companies
like CYBG are likely to be beneficiaries.

In early trade the company was down 3.95% on
Monday but last week’s price movement left clues
that might be worth noting.

A second stock Rudi liked that the market hadn’t
loved until last week was Bravura Solutions Limited
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(BVS.AX). Maybe my show is starting to influence the
market or else it was a nice happenstance! Have a
look at the chart for Monday to Friday last week.

The stock rose about 4% last week so the money trail
wasn’t as pronounced but it remains a company
worth watching. FNArena’s market watchers think
this stock has 40.5% upside and on that basis alone,
makes it interesting.

This IT company provides software products and
services to clients operating in the wealth
management and funds administration industries,
which is an industry that’s becoming hungry for
digital solutions in an increasingly online world.

This is certainly a company I’ll be checking for any
continued trails of money.

Finally, I mentioned a few weeks back, that legendary
stock-picker Peter Morgan said he was picking up
listed investment companies trading at a discount and
I’m seeing trends that say this is something that
other smarties in the market are piling into.

A company mentioned at our last Switzer Investor
Conference was CIE — the Contango Income
Generator — which was trading at a big discount to its
net tangible asset value, has moved up from around
75 cents to 85 cents over the last month or so.  Other
LICs have also sneaked up, with many investors
liking the old LIC market admission that “I like to buy
$1 for 80 cents!”

Of course, a lot of these positive trends can be
helped or hindered by big market issues, such as a
would-be trade deal and Brexit. It all remains a
waiting game but if the best case scenarios prevail,
then I suspect these revealed money trails will
become more noticeable and lucrative for those who
take a punt.

And given the uncertainty of it all, it is a punt — but I
hope we’ve got the good oil.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances.
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The land of a2 milk and money
by Paul Rickard

 
Until now, I have avoided the so-called ASX-listed
“China” companies (Australasian firms selling goods
to consumers in China). Firstly, because there was
just so much hype about the growth opportunity and
secondly, I am wary about the risks foreign
companies face when doing business in mainland
China. While some may label this as “Chinaphobic”,
recent actions by the Chinese regulators re-confirm
my view that investors require an additional premium
for the country specific investment risk.

However, I am  coming around to the view that there
is a bit of value in some of these stocks and the
company that has caught my attention is the a2 Milk
Company (ASX: A2M).

A2 Milk’s story

Founded in New Zealand in 2000, the a2 Milk
company produces milk and infant formula from cows
that only contain the A2 beta-casein protein. Most
regular cows’ milk also contains the A1 protein,
which according to the a2 Milk company, can lead to
digestive discomfort for approximately 25% of the
population.

In the year ending 30/6/19, the a2 Milk Company
posted revenue of a touch over NZ$1.3bn (A$1.2bn)
and EBITDA of NZS413.6m (A$385.6m). Compared
with FY18, sales grew by 41.4% and earnings by
46.1%.

Over the last three years, sales have grown at a
CAGR (compound annual growth rate) of 55%,
EBITDA at 96% and earnings per share at 107%.

With those very impressive numbers, the share price
(until recently) has also performed very strongly.

A2Milk  – 3/2015 to 10/2019

Source: nabtrade

64% of a2 Milk’s revenue comes from Australia/New
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Zealand (ANZ), 31% from China and its other key
growth market, the USA, accounts for 3%. A2M has
announced that it is exiting its UK business, which in
FY19 generated 2% of sales. Most of the group’s
sales are from infant nutrition  products, although in
ANZ, 16% is in liquid milk. In the USA, it is all
premium liquid milk.

The Chinese market has become increasingly
important for A2 Milk. Sales in FY19 were up by
73.6% on FY18, leading to a 6.4% market share of
the infant nutrition market. Looking ahead, the
company remains very positive about the growth
opportunity and is stepping up its marketing
investment. Although most of its sales are originated
through cross border e-commerce platforms, such as
JD Global, physical presence through “mother and
baby stores”, as well as Daigou , remain important.
With regard to the former, A2 Milk products are
available in 16,400 “mother and baby” stores. A2M 
says it is “channel agnostic” and will stay agile and
adapt to changing consumer behaviour.

For FY20, A2 Milk says that it expects FY20 EBITDA
as a percentage of sales to be broadly consistent with
2H19, approximately 28.2%. This reflects:

increased full-year marketing to around 12%
of sales (FY19 10.4%);
continued investment in organisational
capability to support future growth; and
gross margin expected to be broadly
consistent with FY19 (54.7%).

At 30 June, A2 Milk had NZ$464.8m of cash on hand.
This was up NZ$134.5m on its position a year earlier
notwithstanding that it spent NZ$162.3m in August
2018 to lift its investment in NZ dairy processing
company Synlait (ASX: SM1) to 17.4%.

What do the brokers say

The brokers are positive on the stock but worried
about margin pressure as the company  pursues
growth in China and the USA. They don’t seem to
doubt the market opportunity or that it can build share
but rather the price of building brand and scaling
distribution.  Earnings per share growth is expected to
fall from 45.4% in FY19 to 18.0% in FY20 (NZ 46.3c),
before accelerating in FY21 to 24.7% (NZ 57.8c).

According to FN Arena, there are 2 buy
recommendations,2 neutral recommendations and 2
sell recommendations. The consensus target price of
the major brokers is $13.89, approximately 13.6%
higher than Friday’s close of $12.23. Individual
recommendations are set out in the table below.

On a multiple basis, the brokers have A2 Milk trading
at 28.2 times forecast FY20 earnings and 22.7 times
forecast FY21 earnings. No dividend is forecast for
FY20.

Here’s my view

I like the look of A2 Milk. I can’t think of too many
companies with these sort of growth rates, credible
management team (led by Jane Hrdlicka) and cashed
up, strong balance sheet, trading on multiples under
30.

A share price around $12 is a lot more attractive than
the $17.30 the stock was trading at in late July.

Technicians might argue that it is too early to buy,
with the 60-day moving average (currently $13.59)
recently slipping below the 200-day moving average
($13.94). They’d say to wait until the 60-day average
had climbed back over the 200 day average, and that
the technicals suggest that there might be more price
weakness to come.

But this stock is definitely on my radar and I am
looking to buy. A2 Milk holds its AGM on 17
November, where the company is expected to
provide a trading update for the first four months.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances.
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2 income stocks from the small end of the town
by James Dunn

 
With income-oriented investors in despair at paltry
sub-2% term deposit yields – and the outlook for
interest rates indicating that official rates could go
even lower – investors are having to look further and
wider than ever before, for income. The income
aspect of share dividends has become a major
attraction, with investors prepared to take onboard
the fact that the dividends cannot be considered
certain until they are paid; that dividends are paid at
the company’s discretion, and can be cut at any time
– even abandoned.

And it is not just the big banks and miners that are
attracting investors: some small industrials are
showing interesting dividend situations, at share
prices that deliver mouth-watering yields – if the
above caveats hold.

Here are two candidates from the smaller end of the
industrial market where, if investors are prepared to
take the equity risk, a lucrative yield situation could
result.

1. Collection House (CLH, $1.21)
Market cap: $170 million
FY20 estimated yield: 7.5%, fully franked
FY20 grossed-up yield: 10.7%
Analysts’ consensus price target: $1.52
(Thomson Reuters), $1.09 (FN Arena)

Debt collection is not a business area that is
unanimously liked, but if you have debtors, you
definitely want those debts collected. Collection
House (CLH) is one of several businesses on the
ASX that do this: the company describes itself as an
end-to-end receivables management company,
“providing solutions to organisations and individuals
that span the entire credit management lifecycle and
beyond.” The company’s biggest business is
purchased debt ledgers (PDL), where it buys debt

ledgers from other companies cheaply, backing its
ability to generate larger returns by collecting the
debt.  debt collection services on default accounts by
credit providers. The other main business, debt
collection services, sees CLH collecting debts for
clients in the Australasian financial services,
insurance, public utility, telecommunications credit
and government enterprise markets.

CLH is modernising the debt collection business,
using technology and better communications with
debtors as a way to manage receivables, rather than
just writing them off. For example, it uses machine
learning and data analytics to analyse consumer
behaviour to determine when and how they should be
contacted about their debt, as well as suggesting the
best payment options. The company will take
bankruptcy action, it says, as a last resort. As such,
any Google search will find criticism of Collection
House – but again, businesses with debtors need this
service performed. Yes, the government and
community want to see this done ethically and
sensitively, and Collection House (and others in this
business) are highly aware of their social licence to
operate.

On business metrics, Collection House posted an 8%
increase in net profit in FY19, to $30.7 million, on the
back of a 12% rise in revenue, to $161.1 million. The
PDL business was the big driver, lifting revenue by
25%, to $93.7 million.

CLH paid a fully franked dividend of 8.2 cents a share
in FY19, which, if repeated, would represent a yield of
6.8% at the current share price of $1.21 – equating to
a 9.7% grossed-up yield. On Thomson Reuters’
collation of analysts’ estimates, a full-year dividend
of 9.1 cents is expected in FY20, rising to 9.4 cents in
FY21. That implies a projected FY20 yield of 7.5%
(grossed-up 10.7%) and projected FY21 yield of 7.8%
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(grossed-up 11.1%).

This could come with capital growth potential, as well.
Thomson Reuters has a consensus target price of
$1.52, from six analysts, while FN Arena has $1.09,
from two analysts.

CLH is positively exposed to increasing debt levels.
Interestingly, Collection House acts for Afterpay as its
debt collection agent, so investors could view CLH as
a hedge against the often-expressed concern that
buy-now, pay-later operators like Afterpay encourage
people to take on debt. On the negative side, CLH
has about 8% of its stock short-sold at the moment –
which tells you that quite a few speculators believe its
share price will fall. But say the price did fall, to $1.10
– for income-oriented investors, that would boost the
yield. In that case, a dividend held at the FY19 level
would represent a fully franked yield of 7.4%,
grossing-up to 10.6%.

Collection House

Source: Google

2. Vita Group (VTG, $1.225)
Market capitalisation: $199 million
FY20 estimated yield: 7.6%, fully franked
FY20 grossed-up yield: 10.8%
Analysts’ consensus price target: $1.63
(Thomson Reuters)

For much of its existence, retailer Vita Group was
solely a telecommunications reseller, operating retail
stores for Next Byte, FoneZone and Telstra stores –
with the latter relationship the most important. Under
a master licence agreement with the telco giant, Vita
operates more than 100 Telstra retail stores, selling
information and communication technology (ICT)
products and services to retail customers, and four
Telstra Business Centres which enables the
technology and communication needs of
small-to-medium business customers.

Over the last couple of years, Vita has begun a
transition to a new operating model for its ICT
business, as well as diversifying its portfolio, with
investments in markets such as non-invasive medical
aesthetics and athletic wear. That approach was
vindicated in June this year when the company
announced a re-negotiated deal with Telstra, under
which Vita agreed to forgo “legacy” networking sales
revenue from Telstra – valued at $12 million–$13
million a year – so that it can boost its retail store
presence from 102 to 115, and extend its master
licence tenure, which currently runs to June 30 2024.

The two companies are transitioning small business
customers into the retail store network, giving Vita the
opportunity to boost its sales of hardware,
accessories and add-ons. While Vita will earn lower
remuneration from sales of connections to the Telstra
network, under the new deal, Vita expects to enjoy
higher remuneration attached to the sale of devices,
including smartphones, tablets, connected devices,
wearables, and non- transactional performance
metrics.

Vita is also expecting increased contributions from its
inhouse technology accessory brand Sprout, which
has products stocked in more than 350 locations
across Australia, and the two business areas it has
entered in recent years to diversify away from
telecommunications: these are SQDAthletica, a
men’s athletic wear brand built around the premise of
“inspiring men to find balance and get fit for life,” and
Artisan Aesthetic Clinics, which offers non-invasive
medical aesthetics services, such as cosmetic
injectables, laser and light-based therapies, body
contouring and skin treatments. The company has 14
clinics and says it plans to grow this portfolio to 70–90
clinics over coming years.

In FY19, Vita lifted revenue by 10%, to a record
$753.7 million, boosted net profit by 10%, to $24.3
million, and raised its full-year dividend from 9.1 cents
to 9.2 cents.

The company has not given FY20 guidance, saying
the net impact of the renegotiated Telstra deal on its
earnings will depend on Vita’s success in selling
across the ecosystem of Telstra products and
services, as consumers and small businesses
transition to the new plans. Analysts polled by
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Thomson Reuters see earnings per share falling from
14.9 cents in FY19 to 14.2 cents in FY20, rising to
15.7 cents in FY21. The analysts see the dividend
actually increasing in FY20, to 9.3 cents, lifting to 10
cents in FY21.

On that basis, VTG, at $1.20, is trading at a 7.7%
historic FY19 fully franked dividend yield (grossed-up
11%), or on a prospective basis, a 7.8% prospective
FY20 yield (grossed-up 11.1%) and an 8.3%
prospective FY21 yield (grossed-up 11.9%).

Vita Group

Source: Google

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances.
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Buy, Hold, Sell – What the Brokers Say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck

 
For the week ending Friday, 18th October 2019,
FNArena counted 11 upgrades and 14 downgrades
for ASX-listed stocks by the seven stockbrokers
monitored daily. Of the 11 upgrades, seven moved to
a fresh Buy. Half of the downgrades stopped at
Hold/Neutral.

Among those stocks receiving a fresh Sell rating we
find Bank of Queensland, twice, on the back of yet
another disappointing financial report release, also
again including a reduction for the shareholders’
dividend. Alumina ltd, HT&E, OZ Minerals, Pilbara
Minerals and Suncorp all received one fresh Sell
rating during the week.

On the other side of the ledger, fresh Buy ratings
befell each of Alliance Aviation Services, HRL
Holdings, IOOF Holdings, Nick Scali, Perseus
Mining, St Barbara, and Steadfast Group.

The week’s table for positive revisions to earnings
estimates shows plenty of action, this time with
Afterpay Touch in pole position, followed by Perseus
Mining and Corporate Travel Management. The table
for negative amendments remains equally busy, with
the week’s largest reduction reserved for
OceanaGold, followed by Bank of Queensland,
South32 and Orora.

Investor sentiment remains closely tied to
international, geopolitical and macro-economic
matters, while the domestic AGM season and
out-of-season financial result reports are about to
ramp up.

In the good books

1. HRL HOLDINGS LTD (HRL) was upgraded to
Add from Hold by Morgans B/H/S: 1/0/0

The company has issued a positive trading update at
the AGM, providing earnings guidance for the first
half that was stronger than Morgans expected. The
broker highlights earnings are significantly skewed to
the second half, in line with the production profile of
New Zealand’s dairy and honey seasons. The broker
increases FY20 forecasts for underlying operating
earnings (EBITDA) by 8.2%. FY21 and FY22
forecasts have risen 6.0% and 5.9% respectively.
Rating is upgraded to Add from Hold and the target
raised to $0.14 from $0.12.

 2. INSURANCE AUSTRALIA GROUP LIMITED
(IAG) was upgraded to Neutral from Underperform
by Credit Suisse B/H/S: 0/6/1

The company will sell its 26% interest in the joint
venture with State Bank of India. Total consideration
is over $640m with an expected increase in Insurance
Australia Group’s regulatory capital position of over
$400m once the transaction completes. Credit Suisse
increases FY20 estimates for reported profit by 34%
and also increases the expected FY20 buyback to
$750m from $300m. Target increases to $8.00 from
$7.50. The broker’s rating is now upgraded back to
Neutral from Underperform.

3. IOOF HOLDINGS LIMITED (IFL) was upgraded
to Outperform from Neutral by Credit Suisse and
to Neutral from Sell by Citi B/H/S: 2/3/0

The OnePath Custodians have approved the
acquisition by IOOF Holdings of the ANZ Wealth
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Pension & Investments. A purchase price of $825m
has been agreed, $125m below the original price.
Credit Suisse believes it likely the business will
transfer to IOOF in the second half of FY20 and
incorporates the acquisition in estimates from
January 1 2020. APRA has also advised it will not
appeal the Federal Court decision to dismiss its
action against IOOF entities, directors and
executives. Target is raised to $8.45 from $5.05 and
the rating is upgraded to Outperform from Neutral, as
the company has made significant progress on two
fronts.

As the ANZ P&I deal now has a strong likelihood of
proceeding, having been approved by the custodians,
Citi lifts estimates for earnings per share in FY20 and
FY21 by 29% and 46% respectively. The company
still faces major hurdles, such as the need to
restructure its advice business, but the broker
suggests the added scale and associated cost
synergies from the acquisition should provide
flexibility. In view of the improved earnings outlook,
the rating is upgraded to Neutral/High Risk from
Sell/High Risk. Target is raised to $7.30 from $4.40.

4. STEADFAST GROUP LIMITED (SDF) was
upgraded to Outperform from Neutral by Credit
Suisse B/H/S: 3/0/0

The company has reaffirmed FY20 guidance for
underlying earnings (EBITA) of $215-225m. This
implies 11-16.5% growth and Credit Suisse suspects,
given the solid trading results in the first quarter, the
top of the range is likely. The broker upgrades
estimates by 3%. Given the recent pull back in the
shares, Credit Suisse believes here is an opportunity
to pick up the stock at a reasonable price and
upgrades to Outperform from Neutral. The main risk
is a softening in the premium environment and
regulatory changes. Target is raised to $4.00 from
$3.85.

In the not-so-good books

1. BORAL LIMITED (BLD) was downgraded to
Hold from Accumulate by Ord Minnett B/H/S: 2/3/0

Ord Minnett assesses Boral’s share price is trading
at roughly fair value, having recovered almost to
levels pre-FY19 results. However, the outlook for

concrete demand underwhelms the broker and this is
forecast to trend lower through to FY23. The broker is
also reluctant to factor in the benefits from the USG
joint venture in Asia and the formation of the North
American division, following the acquisition of
Headwaters. Returns for North America and Asia are
expected to be well short of the rate required to cover
the cost of capital. Ord Minnett downgrades to Hold
from Accumulate and lowers the target to $4.80 from
$5.00.

2. BANK OF QUEENSLAND LIMITED (BOQ) was
downgraded to Sell from Neutral by Citi B/H/S:
0/1/5

Citi notes an unexpected rise in bad debts drove a
weaker result for Bank of Queensland, attributed to
the small number of commercial exposures. While
management remains cautious heading into FY20,
Citi suspects falling borrowing costs are likely to keep
bad debts in check for now. The broker suspects
earnings, the capital position and, possibly, the
dividend are all set to deteriorate again. Rating is
downgraded to Sell from Neutral and the target
lowered to $8.50 from $9.50. FY20-21 estimates are
downgraded by -10%.

3. NETWEALTH GROUP LIMITED (NWL) was
downgraded to Hold from Buy by Ord Minnett
B/H/S: 0/3/3

Net flows were the best ever in the first quarter of
FY20. While the likelihood of a reduction in cash
spreads increases as the cash rate nears 50 basis
points, the revenue impact needs to be weighed
against the other obvious risk – booming net inflows,
Ord Minnett suggests. However, the broker
downgrades to Hold from Buy as the stock is now
trading in line with the target, which is raised to $9.00
from $8.95.
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4. OZ MINERALS LIMITED (OZL) was downgraded
to Underperform from Neutral by Credit Suisse
B/H/S: 4/2/1

September quarter production was softer than
expected. Cash costs benefited from elevated gold
prices and production. Credit Suisse notes Antas is
bleeding cash despite a cost-cutting strategy.
Meanwhile unconventional technology is being trialled
at West Musgrave. Rating is downgraded to
Underperform from Neutral and the target reduced to
$8.50 from $9.50.

Earnings forecast

Listed below are the companies that have had their
forecast current year earnings raised or lowered by
the brokers last week. The qualification is that the
stock must be covered by at least two brokers. The
table shows the previous forecast on an earnings per
share basis, the new forecast, and the percentage
change.

The above was compiled from reports on FNArena.
The FNArena database tabulates the views of seven
major Australian and international stock brokers: Citi,
Credit Suisse, Macquarie, Morgan Stanley, Morgans,
Ord Minnett and UBS. Important: This content has
been prepared without taking account of the
objectives, financial situation or needs of any
particular individual. It does not constitute formal
advice. Consider the appropriateness of the
information in regard to your circumstances.
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My “HOT” stock — I like WiseTech Global
(WTC)
by Maureen Jordan

 
LIKE 

Michael likes WiseTech Global (WTC). “The logistics
group was hot with a one-two punch last week.
Pressure on techs generally after an Afterpay Touch
downgrade was exacerbated by a short-seller’s
“report”,” he says.

“WTC is making money, provides a value add service
and has a consensus long-term growth rate north of
30%.

“The “widow-maker” short bank trade that crippled
so many US hedge funds was a demonstration that
US investors are often unable to grasp the Australian
business environment.

“In my view, this is another example and a potential
opportunity for investors. By the way, despite 35
years as a trader, I’d never heard of J Capital
Research (the report author) before last week,” he
adds.

Source: Google

DISLIKE

Michael doesn’t like Telstra (TLS). “The comments
from Chair John Mullen last week around the NBN
and the plea for lower wholesale pricing, could be
interpreted as a desperation call,” he says.
“Attempting to push losses on to taxpayers via the
NBN may be a sign there are no more levers to push

within the business.

“Sol Trujillo got away with beating up the government
but an independent NBN, an invigorated regulator
and stronger and more sophisticated competitors are
in my view all reasons to bail on Telstra while it is still
Australia’s largest telco,” he adds.

Source: Google

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances.
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